PASS OFFENSE - 1979

WE WILL PASS FROM VARIOUS SETS AND USE VARIOUS ACTIONS. EACH ACTION WILL BE CALLED BY SERIES THE SAME AS THE RUNNING GAME. BASIC PATTERNS WILL BE SET AND THE DEPTH THEY ARE RUN WILL BE BASED ON THE SERIES.

PASSING SERIES-

50-SERIES - I FORMATION - 3 STEP DROPBACK, QUICK PASSING SERIES. QB 5 YDS. DEEP

60-SERIES - I OR T FORMATION - 5 STEP DROPBACK, DEEPER PATTERNS - QB 9 YDS. DEEP

70-SERIES - I FORMATION - PLAY ACTION PASS USING THE SPRINT DRAW FAKE - QB 9 YDS. DEEP - WITH FAKE PATTERNS RUN 6 YDS DEEPER THAN 60S

80-SERIES - T FORMATION - QB ROLL OR SPRINT OUT ACTION - ATTACK THE CORNER - USE WIDE SET.

BUCK PASS - QUICK PASS FROM 20 OR 21 FAKE "I" FORM SHORT PATTERN

BOOT PASS - FAKE 44 "T" FORMATION - GOOD FAKE AND BOOT - USE CROSSING PATTERNS - DEEP

SCREEN PASS - "I" FORMATION - QB MUST DROP 9-11 STEPS - SET DEEP - WILL HAVE A FB (MIDDLE) AND T/B SCREEN -
PASS PROTECTION

DROP BACK
50+60 SERIES
BIG ON BIG BLOCKING - C - NOSE
G - T
T - E
FB - READ MIDDLE - WATCH N OR LB - TAKE FIRST TO SHOW

C - PULL LOOK TO L
G - G
T - T
FB - READ MIDDLE THEN TO R - LET QB PASS YOU

70 SERIES "I" SPRINT DRAW

ST - OVER
SG - OUT - HELPT OR C
C - N
WG - LET NO ONE UNDER
WT - HINGE FORM WALL
FB - INSIDE OUT ONSIDE - ODD OR EVEN DEF
TB - GOOD FAKE READ LB

ST - OVER
SG - OVER
C - SEAL OFF
WG - BACKSIDE
WT -
80 SERIES - "T" - QB SPRINT OUT - HB SET ROLL
QB GET BEHIND FB AND AROUND DE
TURN UP - PASS A RUN

ST - HOOK T
ST - HOOK
SG - HOOK
C - NOSE - REACH
C - SEAL + WALL
WG - SEAL + WALL
WT - BACKSIDE

Buck Pass

AGGRESSIVE ON LINE
BLOCKS TO PLAY SIDE

QB THROW BALL FROM BEHIND G

ODD

HB - DIRECT BLOCK DE
FB - CLEAN UP DE
OR GO FLAT

EVEN

HB - DE
FB - SAME

ODD

EVEN
BOOT PASS - BOOT L FAKE 44 - BOOT R FAKE 45

G'S - PULL NEAR G
HOOK E - FAR G
CLEAN UP OR LEAD AROUND

T'S OUT - HOOK A SEAL
C ON N -
FB - READ THROUGH T'S BLOC
GO FOR LB
HB - GOOD FAKE - SEAL OUTSIDE T

C - REACH
G'S - SAME
T'S - ""
FB - FILL FOR G
HB - SAME
PASS PATTERNS

Two outside R's (usually TE and SE) will run mirrored patterns. Inside R (usually slot) run for open area behind LB's. On drop back passes (50's & 60's) TB will flare side and set up and wait for ball on line of scrimmage.

Two wide R's - no motion

Two wide R's when cross is called

BASE PATTERNS

1. Out
2. Up
3. Hook
4. Post

If play call 52 - 50 series quick up patterns

If play call 64 - 60 series post patterns

If play call 71 - 70 series out patterns
DEPTH OF PASS PATTERNS -

50 SERIES - 4 TO 7 YDS LOOK FOR BALL
60 SERIES - 14 TO 16 YDS LOOK FOR BALL
70 SERIES - 20 TO 22 YDS LOOK FOR BALL
80 SERIES - 18 TO 20 YDS LOOK FOR BALL
BOOT - 22 TO 24 YDS LOOK FOR BALL
BUCK - 6 YDS

WE WILL HAVE 1 OR 2 COMBINATION PATTERNS SET FOR EACH SERIES THAT WILL BE TWO MAN PATTERNS. OUR BASIC PASSING WILL COME FROM THE FOUR BASE PATTERNS AND DEPTH FOR VARIOUS SERIES.
SCREEN PASSES

FB SCREEN
ALL LINE MEN DRIVE
MEN OUTSIDE OR YOU
KEEP MIDDLE OPEN
BLOCK FOR 3 COUNT
THEN LEAD UPFIELD

QB GET 9 STEPS DEEP 11 OR MORE 4 YDS.

TB SCREEN
RUN TO TE SIDE

T = G-BLOCK QUICK FOR 2
COUNTS - CUT UNDER MEN
AND LEAD - T. OUT - G. UP

TB = MOVE ST. UP 2 YDS. DEEP
THEN ST. OUT - GET BALL
AND CUT OFF OF BLOCKS.
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THIS YEAR WE INTEND TO REMAIN MORE CONSTANT BOTH UP FRONT AND IN THE SECONDARY. WE WILL CUT DOWN ON STUNTS, AND WORK HARD ON INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUES, AND PURSUIT. WE STILL WILL ATTACK THE OFFENSE (ESPECIALLY ON FIRST DOWN AND SHORT YARD SITUATIONS) AND FORCE THEM INTO LONG YD. SITUATIONS.

OUR BASE DEFENSE WILL BE A 4-3-UMBRELLA.

DEF. BASE SET VS. VARIOUS OFF.

ST. T.

PRO SET

C'S - GO ON WIDES C
IF EVEN MORE THAN
7 OUT DROP 7 OFF
AND CALL INVERT
WITH S'S

SLOT

E - PLAY SLOT
LIKE TE-UP TO
3 OR MORE SPLIT
THEN LIKE SE

T'S ON G'S
E'S ON E'S
B'S ON OUTSIDE
EYE T-2 YDS. DEEP
M - NOSE ON C
3 YDS. DEEP
C'S - 4 OUT 4 BA
S'S - NOSE ON T
8-9 DEEP

T'S - SAME
M - SAME
E-R ON TE SIDE
SAME
E-R ON SE SIDE
REVERT STAR
S- TE SIDE 5-4
DEEP OUTSIDE
SH, TE
S- SE SIDE-SAM
C'S - ON WIDES
4-7 DEEP
BASE DEFENSE - INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITIES

DE - 2 PT. STANCE - HEAD UP TE OR SLOT - MORE THAN 3 YD. SPLIT BY EITHER MOVE IN 1 YD. OUTSIDE T.
LOW STANCE - ELBOWS HANG EVEN WITH KNEES - HOLD UP TE - DON'T LET HIM RELEASE QUICK IN OR OUT.
STAY SQUARE TO LINE - NEVER BE HOOK BLOCKED
STEP WITH INSIDE ARM & LEG - RESP. INSIDE-OVER-INSIDE
PURSUE FLAT TO SIDELINE

DT - 4 PT. STANCE - HEAD UP OG. - EXPLODE INTO G WITH INSIDE LEG AND ARM, RESP. INSIDE-OVER-OUTSIDE IF G PULLS FOLLOW HIM TO BALL - NEVER LET G BLOCK MLB
PURSUE YOURSIDE ON LINE - BALL AWAY PENETRATE BEHIND

M - (MLB) 2 PT. STANCE - 3½ YDS OFF. BALL - HANDS BELOW KNEES - READ THROUGH C-QB TO FB IF IN I - MEET ALL PLAYS INSIDE OUT - SCRAPE OFF OF G'S. IF QB SNEAK OR BUCK MEET HEAD UP AND HARD - VS. PASS MIDDLE 10-12 DEEP

B - (OLB'S) 2 PT. STANCE - 2½ YDS OFF LINE ON OUTSIDE SHOULDER T 1ST RESP. IS DIVE YOURSIDE - MEET ALL PLAYS TOUGH T AT #5'S - PLAY AWAY LOOK FOR COUNTER OR REVERSE - TAKE SLOW READ - VS. PASS HOOK ZONE 10-12 DEEP - READ TE

CB - 2 PT STANCE - YOU ARE FORCE MAN TO YOURSIDE - 1ST RESP. PITCH, KEEP BALL CARRIER INSIDE - NEVER LET HIM OUTSIDE OF YOU - COVER FL. & SPLITE 4 TO 5 YDS. OFF LINE UNTIL HE SPLITS MORE THAN 7 YDS.
IF SPLIT MORE THAN 7 YDS. COVER 7-9 YDS. OFF CALL INVERT OR SKY - GIVE 5 FORCE VS. RUN
ACTION AWAY DEEP/S

S - 2 PT. STANCE - 8-9 YDS. DEEP OVER T- 2 R'S YOURSIDE
MOVE HEAD UP TO INSIDER - KEEP DEPTH - VS.
ACTION PASS YOURSIDE COVER OUTSIDE Y3 - AWAY MID'S
IF IN SKY COVER FLAT YOURSIDE - IN SKY PLAY 5-7 DEEP YOURSIDE.
DEF. VS. OPTION

BASE DEF:  B ON DIVE
           E ON QB
           C ON PITCH - IF SKY S ON PITCH

1st WEEK:

DEF: STUNTS - WE WILL WORK IN 2 OR 3 MEN
STUNTS - RATHER THAN FULL TEAM

E AND B = END PINCH

BACKER FIRE

T'S AND M  T'S SLANT

\[ T' s \text{ SLANT TO STRONG SIDE INSIDE SH.T AND NOSE OF C-SQUARE UP} \]

\[ T' s \text{ FLEX} \]

M - CHEAT BEHIND T

ST - WORK HARD THROUGH G FOR PENETRATE

WT - 1 YD. OFF BALL SLIDE TO PLAY HOLD -
T's CROSS
USE VS. PASS SITUATION

ST- DRIVE HARD INTO C'S FAR SHOULDER- SQUARE UP TO LINE
M- HOLD FOR DRAW
WT- FLEX- COME BEHIND T INSIDE O.S.

SECONDARY - SKY- S COVER PITCH COVER FLAT ON PASS VS. SE OR FL
SKY CALL 7-9
0

DEFENSE OFF SET CALL
4-3 STACK- USE ONLY VS. SE SET CAN HAVE FL. OR SLOT

TE SIDE
E- ON E- SAME TECHNIQUES
T- ON T- SAME TECHNIQUES
T- ON C- SAME TECHNIQUES
E- ON T- SAME TECHNIQUES

E'S ON DIVE
B'S ON QB
M ON DIVE

SECONDARY SAME RESPONSIBILITIES
PASS COVERAGE

BASE VS. DROPBACK - 3 UNDER, 2 DEEP FLATS, 2 DEEP MIDDLE

B'S M - 12 DEEP
C'S UP TO 20 DEEP
S'S STAY AS DEEP AS DEEPEST MAN

IF SKY CALL

2 UNDER, 2 FLAT, 3 DEEP

IF M ON FIRE
S, B COVER MID.

PASS COVER WITH STRONG OR WEAK ROTATION

B - FIRE - STRONG ROTATION

M COVER
S HOOK
WEAK ROTATION

FLAT - MOVE BACK
FORCE ON LOOKIN
TB R OUT - THEN FLAT

GOAL LINE DEFENSE 6-5

C'S - KEEP EVERYONE INSIDE
E'S T'S - USE LOW HARD CHARGE - STAY SQUARE TO LINE - HIT WITH INSIDE ARM + LEG - RESP. INSIDE OVER OUTSIDE

VS. SPLIT ENDS - LB'S CAN SHIFT

BE TOUGH - - -